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elders belonged to the village club, which opened on to the
square,; it was confined seemingly to one room, of which the
whole space was occupied by a billiard-table; this, however, was
immaterial, as the company spent a large part of the time in the
plaza, an arrangement which doubtless had the merit of saving
house rent. A little way down a side street the light streamed
from the inn windows. Nearer at hand the church stood out
against the sky; it was May, the month of the Virgin Mary, and
a special service in her honour had just concluded. One felt
a momentary expectation that Faust and Marguerite or other
friends from stage-land would appear on the scene; they may
of course have been there unrecognised by us.
We discovered after much trouble that a motor-bus ran
through the village early next morning, passing close to the
mountain which we had come to visit, and could drop us on the
way. We passed a fairly comfortable night, though not un-
diversified by suspicions that our beds were occupied by earlier
denizens; and had just begun breakfast when the bus appeared,
some time before the earliest hour specified. We had to tear
down and catch it, leaving the meal barely tasted; the kind
attendant following us and pressing into our hand the deserted
fried fish done up in a piece of newspaper* Such hurry, how-
ever, proved to be quite unnecessary, as we had not got beyond
the precincts of the small town before the vehicle came to an
unpremeditated stop, through the fan which cools the radiator
having broken. We waited half an hour or so in company with
our fellow-passengers, who appeared stolidly resigned, and then,
as there seemed no obvious prospect of continuing our journey,
grew restless. ,Here again the ice-cream man acted as deus ex
^Ma$Km: h& was standing about with the crowd which had
assembled, blowing a horn at intervals, and distributing ices
not infrequently to small infants, whose fond mammas provided
the requisite penny; he told us he generally made a sum equal
to about one-and-sixpence a day in this manner. Grasping our
difficulty, he delivered an impassioned address on our need to
the assembled multitude/which after further delay resulted in
the.appfearance of a wagonette and mules. The Montana de
ks Guator Puertas rises out of compatatively level ground near
;the;cbast and commands magnificent views. The top is honey-
x»mbea, with caves, and one towards the north has th*

